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A Message from the Lord God to My Peoples and Nation of America

Hurricane / Superstorm Sandy in 2012 - A PostScript

The Second Message

Beginning of Message

A Message from the Lord God to My Peoples and Nation of America …

… Hurricane / Superstorm Sandy in 2012 - A PostScript -

… the Second Message:

Judgment has NOW Come unto America …. By the Hand of The Lord God …

Hurricane / Superstorm Sandy is “Strike One” for the United States …

This storm is the FIRST of the judgments of the Lord God against America for its great

sins & iniquities against Him & the peoples of the Lord God.

Although the tragedies, attacks, and “Acts of God” that have occurred in the nation in the

last decade have been perceived as judgments (by the few men and women of the Lord

God), they were actually “pre-warnings”, which then became “warnings” to the nation to

stop its sins and to come back unto the Lord God … before the real judgment began.

Clearly, some of the peoples of the Lord God have been quite perceptive in their

assessments that the events of the 21st century were the start of the judgments for the

nation’s sins and iniquities.
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However, says the Lord God:

“The judgment is NOW, and will continue unabated until the nation ceases its sins and

inequities and stops its abominations committed unto Me.

For … until the peoples of the nation stop their sins, reverse the major national sins of the

country, and severely repent … I, the Lord God, will continue to increase the frequency

and intensity of the judgments.”

As also revealed in the first message unto America, the judgment of America will be for a

period of a time and times and half a time. At the end of this time, will the Lord God

bring the nation back unto Him. But, the costs will be enormous due to the stubbornness

of the vast majority of the peoples of the nation and their lack of desire to cease their sins.

The Lord God has announced that the following series of judgments will come to the

nation:

Three major events will occur prior to three separate series of three major earthquakes

each (“Three Series of Triple Earthquakes”), for a total of nine earthquakes (and twelve

disasters) in, near, or majorly affecting the United States. Such severe, major

earthquakes, will unquestionably affect the future stability of all of the other fault lines in

the nation simultaneously, thereby increasing the chance of a complete fracturing and

collapse of one of the nation’s major fault lines. Two are known, but there are several

others, heretofore unknown to mankind, within the lands of America.

Nevertheless, these such “Acts of God” will occur in and increasing fashion. Hurricane

Sandy was the first of twelve of these “Acts”, starting on Halloween week 2012, with the

third and last of this first set, occurring prior to, or on, New Year’s Week 2014. The

“Three Series of Triple Earthquakes” will begin thereafter.
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More on this in the future. Also, there will be a further discussion about the calamity and

catastrophe resulting from the complete fracturing and collapse of one of the nation’s

major fault lines; as well as a discussion of the probabilities of such occurring. Only the

Lord God can STOP these events from occurring … for which such is totally dependent

upon the complete cessation of sin and repentance of the peoples of the nation.

The nation’s judgment has been determined and meted out … based upon the proportion

of the nation that is NOT of the Lord God.

The Cost of the Hurricane / Superstorm …

What will the cost be to the nation and the American people?

According to the Lord God, Hurricane / Superstorm Sandy clean-up and damage repair

will top over $100 billion dollars. The wind and storm surge destroyed an enormous

number of city and county infrastructures, including near shore and underground

facilities; severe damage to subways; electrical substations; water transport systems;

sewage systems; and so much more. It will take more than a year to determine the full

extent of the damage, and many years to completely repair the damage and replace what

was lost. This will severely tax the governments and their budgets, which are already in a

dismal state due to the faltering national economy. In fact, many local economies and

states in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast are in worse shape than the national economy.

To make matters worse, a substantial part of what was lost or damaged was either self-

insured, or uninsured, making matters worse. The helplessness and hopelessness will

increase tremendously, since little or no financial help can, or will be expected.

The national, regional, and international insurance companies are expected to take

advantage of clauses regarding natural disasters and hurricanes to avoid making payouts,

in many cases. Such will eventually cause Congress to review the situation, resulting in a

complete investigation as to how the national insurance carriers determine claims

eligibility. This will lead to the proposal of new legislation regarding the issues that will
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come to light in the insurance claims process as a result of many calamities that will

befall the peoples and nation, beginning with Hurricane / Superstorm Sandy.

Due to the fact that Sandy was initially classified as a tropical system (eventually

becoming a hurricane), the insurance companies, in many cases, will assess their claim

payments based upon hurricane specific insurance; despite the fact that when the storm

hit the Northeast (where the majority of damage occurred), Sandy had been reclassified

from a tropical system to an extra-tropical system, as it had morphed into a non-tropical

Superstorm. However, the storm was more appropriately called, in this instance, per

man’s terminology - “A Perfect Storm”).

Know, however, that Sandy came about twenty-one years to the day after that which was

previously called the greatest of all perfect storms to hit the nation in recent years. This

was not a coincidence, for both were “Acts of God” … both created in God’s “perfect

timing”.

Furthermore, the total losses will be even greater when the loss of business is taken into

consideration. The lost opportunity costs will extend the total losses even more so,

nearing $200 billion dollars, according to the Lord God. However, the judgment to the

Northeast is far from over, as further portions of this judgment, coming in the near future,

could easily double, or triple, the cost numbers.

This storm hit immediately prior to Halloween to make a point (amongst other points,

what will be revealed in the future). The first point is that Halloween is an abomination to

the Lord God. Sadly, it is treated as a quasi-official national holiday by the peoples. It is

celebrated so much more than the Feast Days and Holidays of the Lord God. This issue

will, absolutely and unquestionably, be dealt with in the near and more distant future.

Regarding a second point made by the Lord God, construction at the World Trade Center

(Ground Zero), will be delayed due to the weakening of various supports, as well as

damage done to the construction site and equipment. A thorough and extensive inspection

of the sites and construction needs to be performed before construction resumes, lest

catastrophe occur.
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It may even be that the Lord God may not ever allow this area to be COMPLETELY

rebuilt and finished, unless the following occurs:

 The nation and people accept the harbingers He sent.

 The nation and people acknowledge how it and they violated them.

 IF, and only IF, the nation, its officials, and people truly repent for violating and

rejecting the harbingers that He set forth - including the harbingers that are obviously

an abomination unto Him, as well as the harbingers that are given in His written

word. These, according to Him, are so very plainly clear … for there have indeed

been “Men of God” that have preached and taught on these harbingers (as He led and

inspired them to do, generally, unbeknownst to even themselves).

The Lord God has a Question for America … In Conclusion …

“People of America, I AM the Lord Your God …

Look first at the photograph of Hurricane Sandy.
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Image courtesy of NASA Goes Project

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/hurricanes/features/sandy_sport.html

Notice the image and size of the storm system as it expends its full fury on the Northeast.

The storm is a typical swirling system in the shape of an “@” sign” or “AT” Sign. The

area, in this photo, where it made primary landfall, represents the primary source of the

national and international spread of the nation’s sin, iniquities, and abominations that

have been committed unto I, the Lord God (and, others as well).

In the future, you will discover that I have sent similar signs of my displeasure and anger

in recent history, over the last number of years (and even prior). These I will reveal to

you in due and soon time. This area is where the problems have manifested themselves

greatly … AND is the area in which my primary anger is directed and focused.

Next, look at the diagram of the track of the Hurricane.
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Image courtesy of The Weather Channel

http://www.weather.com/weather/hurricanecentral/tracker/sandy

Notice the track of the storm system from its unusual, “instant” birth in the Caribbean

Sea; its quick maturation into a hurricane; its morphing into a “Perfect Super-Storm”; and

finally, where it swiftly dissipated in Canada, where it met its complete dissolution

(again, by My hand).

The track clearly forms a “Question Mark” symbol. The track of the storm was formed,

created, and guided by My hand. I dissipated it quickly as it entered Canada, for I have

not accorded judgment unto My nation of Canada (in fact, quite the opposite is true; for I

have accorded Canada a degree of blessing, which will also be revealed shortly, in the

near and coming future).

In fact, see a striking video of a satellite capture of the life and death of Hurricane Sandy

at the following NASA link:

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/hurricanes/archives/2012/h2012_Sandy.html

Nevertheless, This is my question to you O America, O nation of My heart:

Will you come back unto Me, your Lord God, in completeness and totalness?!?

Will you, My people of America? Will you, O nation of Mine?

This leads me to ask a second question:

Will you stop your sins, your inequities, and reverse your abominations committed

unto I, your Lord God?
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This then leads me to ask a third and fourth question:

When? Soon?

…for, without question, these same sins, inequities, and abominations … have you also

been committing unto yourselves … unto your own people, and then spreading them

globally.

As you will see, in the future, you will find out that I have asked you these questions

before. In fact, many times have I asked them … in recent, and very recent, years.

However, it seems that only my High Servant noticed; for when the pattern was remotely

discernible, he persistently and steadfastly inquired of Me, never believing and accepting

that he would not receive a response regarding this. A great, refreshing FAITH is what he

has. Nevertheless, he certainly now knows very well of what I now speak.

O America, I will keep asking you these questions, day in and day out, until you do come

back unto Me.

Verily, verily do I say unto you, that each time I do so, it will be in an increasing and

more intense fashion … for I have grown exceedingly impatient!

For I, the Lord God, have judged other nations and empires for the same sins, and I did so

much more quickly and decisively! Many of these nations and empires were to given

unto extinction. But, I will say this O My nation of America … no others have committed

and spread these more effectively than you, and none have been a worse example to the

other nations than you, O America.

For … in NO way, shape, fashion, or form, will you miss the next messages I send you

via what you would term “Supernatural Acts”, or more applicably … “Acts of God”.
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That term is rather aptly applied, in this case.

Can I, the Lord God, create another Superstorm? I have in the past. I have just done so

here. And, I will indeed do so again. But, the next one will be even greater, that is, IF I

choose to bring judgment to the nation in this way again (which is very likely to be the

case).

Nevertheless, I will await for you, O nation of Mine, to answer My questions.

To conclude, O America …

… I, the Lord God, originally called your nation “The United States of America” for

many reasons; but, more appropriately, I wish to convey to you now, that you are indeed

a nation of nations. Each individual “State” of your Union unto me, is a separate and

identifiable nation (for which you currently have fifty). But, O nation, that will change

very soon. I speak not in a riddle, but I speak both literally and figuratively.

There shall indeed be judgment coming to you, in an increasingly more complex and

more severe quality and quantity. These judgments shall indeed bring decrease to your

nation, in many ways. Although such judgments are necessary, but only because of your

stubbornness. Know, however, this is NOT what I want!

Nevertheless, to insure that the nation does not decrease into a “much decreased

existence”, or even into “non-existence … I will increase America simultaneously, in

other ways, so that the nation and its heritage continues be maintained …

… for, O Nation of Mine, my intention is not to cause America to vanish from existence,

but my desire is for America to INCREASE in its existence.
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My plan is for America to increase to the greatness I aspired it to have, from before there

was a world, and from before the time in which the Earth was appropriately named. But,

you have not even approached the greatness I designed and intended for you (as of yet).

That will indeed happen one day. But, it is up to you, O Peoples of Mine, as to when it

comes … whether sooner, or later.

However, ONE thing that I, the Lord God, will NOT ALLOW … is for anyone or

anything else to decrease My nation of America, whether from “within” or “without”.

But, “from without”, in particular, is what I speak of …

… for I NOW command the nation to IMMEDIATELY increase its strength in

DEFENSE and in OFFENSE. In other words, increase yourselves militarily.

For, if you do not heed My words, you will stumble in the coming months and years,

AND, at these points, you will then cry out to Me for deliverance (but, know that there

will be great loss until I come to save you).

But, if you heed My words NOW, you shall not stumble. Therefore, when you do cry out

to Me, to your Lord God, will you do so “IN VICTORY!”

If that happens (as I desire), I will certainly salute the brave men and women of America

that fight for My causes, and bless them tremendously, by My same hand.

To repeat, I call unto the nation of America to militarize, like no other period that it has

done so in its history. If your government squabbles over the budget, your budget will be

in utter shambles. Even worse, you may not live to worry about a budget. Therefore,

increase your defense budget and multiply the people, equipment, and technology in your

armed forces. Be diligent and vigilant!

Also, increase your “intelligence operations”, and quit playing the “politically correct”

game of nonsensicalness. However, I tell you to maintain the Constitution I wrote for you

and the rights I have granted your citizenry. Do not violate them!
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However, I do tell you that there is a way to be vigilant for both known and unknown

enemies, and still be secure internally (while maintaining the rights of the people, with

the same rights that I gave them and the nation). Perhaps, I may teach you these things in

the times coming. DO NOT ever forget that America is My nation, and My peoples.

Also, take a clue from your brethren, My other nation of Israel. They have survived

terrible and existential wars - having been outnumbered in every one of them. Although

their victory was by My hand … they have quickly learned the following:

 Just who their enemies are.

 To always maintain vigilance.

 To always stay prepared.

 When to act preemptively.

 When to wait for attack …

… and when to counter-attack effectively and efficiently.

However, with this in mind, DO NOT forget that I charge America with the protection

and defense of Israel, just as if it was one of America’s own states. If there is any lapse in

Israel’s defense (or of there is negligence in that protection), I will hold America

primarily and personally responsible, no matter the cause.

O America, IF you do not prepare for the greatest wars of your existence (coming soon

enough), then there is a cliché that speaks “volumes” in this case:

Fail to prepare … prepare to fail!

In the days that are coming, you DO NOT want to fail …
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Although I will enable and empower you to increase, you must take My lead …

… to prepare with what you have and to create more. For you are fully capable of having

much more than the greatest military on the Earth … for it is possible for America have

the greatest military on the Earth, by an excessively and extremely wide margin - one that

is even greater than all of the other militaries on the Earth, combined!

Once you do strive to achieve this, I will provide the extra measure to enable you to be

victorious in ALL actions, skirmishes, battles, AND wars.

Have you not won ALL previous existential battles and wars? Did I empower you to do

so? Yes to both!

Lastly, O America, notice that regarding Hurricane / Superstorm Sandy, I decreased the

storm’s intensity from its peak maximum to a hurricane minimum. Notice that I did not

strike New York City absolutely directly. For if I had not relented in these two aspects …

a much greater catastrophe would have occurred. For now, I will leave it at that.

However, the effects of this first judgment will be far reaching, for this storm is only the

first, of a great many, to come to this part of the United States … in the months and times

ahead.

Go now, and INCREASE your strength!

I, the Lord God, will provide the means in which you can do so - in many ways,

absolutely and definitively, in the coming months and times …

… when the time is right!

Remember, ALL things are done in My timing, and not on your own.
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Do NOT forget that I, the Lord God, have meted out My judgment … based upon the

proportion of the nation that is “NOT of Me”. So, the more that are “of Me”, the lesser

the judgment will be.

Even more so, remember this, as its written:

45 that you may be sons of your Father in heaven; for He makes His

sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on the just

and on the unjust.

Matthew 5:45

…for this will indeed come to pass. But I will bless those which the rain

falls on unjustly, and I will recompense them, in ways they cannot

even fathom. So, for those that are “of Me”, in whom my judgment

falls upon - look up, for your redemption is NEAR.

45 Now when these things begin to happen, look up and lift up your

heads, because your redemption draws near.”

Luke 21:28

And … O America, do not forget the full context of the former words, as written:

Love Your Enemies

43 “You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor and

hate your enemy.’
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44 But I say to you, love your enemies, bless those who curse you, do

good to those who hate you, and pray for those who spitefully use

you and persecute you,

45 that you may be sons of your Father in heaven; for He makes His sun

rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on the just and on the

unjust.

46 For if you love those who love you, what reward have you? Do not

even the tax collectors do the same?

47 And if you greet your brethren only, what do you do more than

others? Do not even the tax collectors do so?

48 Therefore you shall be perfect, just as your Father in heaven is

perfect.

Matthew 5:43-48

So love them, pray for them, do good for them, and bless them … but DO NOT ignore

them or give yourselves over to them … for the amount that they will measure out to you

shall be your destruction.

And they are conspiring to measure it out quickly!

Next up on the agenda?

The Long-Term After Effects of Election Day 2012 … for “The United States of

America” …

… “My United States of America” … says the Lord God … of America …

See how My power and might make My Will, My Word, and My Desire manifest from

this day forward, AND … in the times and years to come …”

End of Message
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Thus says the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …

Signed,

… this Thursday, the 1st of November 2012 at 4:08 PM American Eastern Daylight

Time.

Sealed,

… by the High Servant of the Most High God of ALL Hosts,

The High Prophet of the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …

Tampa Bay, Florida, The United States of America.

Completed,

… this Thursday, the 1st of November 2012 at 4:08 PM American Eastern Daylight

Time.

Delivered,

… the Day of Revealing of this Message …

… originally …

… this Monday, the 12th of November 2012.

… anew …

… this Sunday, the 3rd of November 2013.

This message contains the Seal of the Lord God, indicating its finalization.
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Seal of Message Indicating Sealing & Finalization

Completion of Message

Published,

… the Days of Publication of this Message …

… this Monday, the 12th of November 2012 ...

… this Sunday, the 3rd of November 2013.
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